[Responses of neurons of the solitary tract nucleus to noxious colorectal distension in rats].
In experiments on anaesthetized rats, the neuronal mechanisms underlying processing of the nociceptive information from the colon within the nucleus of the solitary tract were studied. In addition, the role of nitric oxide in these processes was estimated. Analysis of changes in c-fos expression revealed that nociceptive colorectal distension (CRD) resulted in activation of neurons mainly in the medial, commissural, parvicellular and dorsomedial subnuclei of the solitary tract nucleus. Non-noxious CRD evoked in these subdivisions weak phasic excitatory neuronal responses. Under noxious CRD, neurons with phasic (58%) and tonic (42%) responses were revealed. The phasic neuron responses were significantly enhanced in comparison with non-noxious CRD. Inhibition of the neuronal NO-syntheses resulted in significant decrease of neuron responses to noxious CRD and the number of cells with tonic reactions. Therefore, neurons with tonic responses may be directly related to NO-depended processing ofnociceptive information from colon.